Give the gift
of adventure,
delight, and
food →
With Uber for Business, you can purchase
the one gift card that gives your employees
or customers access to either ride that
gets them where they want to go or food
delivery for when they want to eat.

Who is the gift card for?
Their Name

Email

Value

Unlock the magic

Filled with possibilities

Gifts of all sizes

A single gesture from the company can
provide access to rides or meals on-demand,
24/7. With Uber gift cards, you can give them
the gift of choice.
cher in advance.

Works across the Uber or Uber Eats
app— unlocking access to on-demand
rides, scooters, bikes, and food, all available
through one gift.

Select any value and schedule digital
delivery of an amount that never expires.
Send immediately or on a specific date for a
perfectly timed surprise from your business.

Visit t.uber.com/giftcard_business to learn more about gifting with Uber.

Give the gift of Uber

→

Gifting made easy
Avoid the
lines

All your gifts
covered

Last-minute,
in seconds

Buy digital gift cards from the
convenience of your desk and send
digitally to all those on your list.

Purchase a gift that anyone will enjoy.
Get as many gift cards as needed, so it’s

A great last-minute gift that can
be delivered in minutes to anyone,
anywhere.

one easy line item to expense.

Perfect gift for all
A gift for
any purpose

A gift they
will use

A gift with
flexibility

Give something that opens doors
for anyone your company want to
reward for any reason: clients, partners,
employees, guests, and more.

Every day, millions of rides happen
through the Uber app. Give them a
gift that unlocks where they want to go
when they want to go there.

Uber gift cards come in handy in
hundreds of ways—like an unforgettable
night out, a ride to the airport, or the
latest creation from a favorite restaurant.

Visit t.uber.com/giftcard_business to learn more about gifting with Uber.

